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The radial acceleration relation is a 
natural consequence of the baryonic 

Tully-Fisher relation



McGaugh 2005

Galaxies follow tight scaling relations
Baryonic Tully-
Fisher Relation
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“I don’t understand the Tully-Fisher relation” - Louie Strigari



gobs ~ gbar 1/2

gobs ~ gbar 

Such as the Radial acceleration relation

Lelli+ 2017

g   ~ 10-10 m s-2

MOND?



LCDM Simulations Can Reproduce RAR

MUGS2 EAGLE/APOSTLE

Keller & Wadsley 2016 Ludlow+ 2017



Slope: Acceleration scale:

Scatter:

BTFR       RARAssume: M(<r) = Mbar 
V(r) = Vf



We take an empirical approach

Pick:
Dark profile: 
- Mvir, Rvir, c

Baryon profile: 
- Mbar, Rgal

Calculate:
Rotation curves:

Vobs(R) = VDM(R) + Vbar(R)222

Acceleration:

Vbar(R)2

bar bar



Galaxies with a variety of rotation curves …
REQUIRE: Mb = AVf^4



… satisfy the RAR if they also lie on BTFR



Lelli+ 2017

Relation may break down for dwarf galaxies



It IS possible to lie on BTFR but not RAR

For r << r0: 
• Steep cusp -> high 
acceleration 
regime, both -> 
constant

• Cored baryonic 
profile + cuspy 
DM -> flattens

• Both cored -> 
trace 1:1 line

For r >> r0: 
• DM profiles fall 
off as r-3 -> 
eventually falls 
off RAR



• The radial acceleration relation can be easily satisfied for any galaxy with 
reasonable properties that lies in the baryonic Tully-Fisher relation

• The RAR is a very forgiving relation - large changes to galaxy properties can be 
made without causing a galaxy to fall off the relation over a large radial range

• The extent to which simulated galaxies and SAMs satisfy the RAR is primarily a 
reflection of whether they satisfy the BTFR

Conclusions



1-3 kpc3-20kpc

FIRE dwarfs satisfy RAR (slightly off in center)

TK Chan
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FIRE galaxies satisfy BTFR

El Badry+ 2018



Oman+ 2015

Despite a diversity of rotation curves



Bradford+ 2016

Exact relation can depend on method



Navarro+ 2017

RAR follows from LCDM SAMs

NFW DM halo

Exponential 
galaxy

a0 and amin arise 
naturally


